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CEA Accreditation Standards - According to the CEA Curriculum Standards, 

pages 9-10:  

 ……. each curriculum must be responsive to assessed student needs and subject to regular review for 
possible modification.  Because good practices in informed by research…... (Context, C1) 

 Good practice includes having a written curriculum … having a curriculum appropriate for the known needs 
of a particular group or category of students. (C1)  

Questions: 
 What do they mean by “known needs” and “assessed?” 

 “Is what we are teaching our students preparing them for life outside of the IEP? 

 Do we have any direct empirical evidence as to what we are doing is actually what the students need?”   

 Is the curriculum responsive to the assess student needs? 

 To answer those questions, we asked what UNI professors were asking student to do and were we adequately 
preparing students for those tasks.  

 

Literature Review:  
 E.g., Bikowski and Cooper (2007), Canseco and Byrd (1989), Horowitz (1986), …. 

 These studies explored the various types of tasks professors required in university courses.   

 Methodology: solid, and not complex: ideal for a teacher, action research project.  

 They gathered data by collecting course syllabi and keeping track of the different types of assignments.  
They then analyzed the types of assignments and simply let categories emerge.  

Methodology: 
 28 syllabi from General Education (Liberal Arts Core [LAC]) courses were collected    

 Focused on courses students would take after exiting the CIEP so we limited the select to LAC syllabi.  

 Assembled syllabi, tracked the number of occurrences of same/similar tasks required by professors. 
Categories emerged from the syllabi.  

 

Results: 
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Syllabi Review & Results  
 30 syllabi (27 from all 6 categories of liberal arts core 3 non-LAC courses) were reviewed. 
 

Reading Assignments: 
Category 1 
Composition, 
Oral Comm.  

Category 2 
Humanities 

Category 3 
Music, Art, 
Religion  

Category 4  
Physical 
Sciences  

Category 5 
Social Sciences  

Category 6 
Capstone  

10-85pp per 
week in 1-3 
textbooks 
10pp per week  
in 1 handbook 
or reader 
 

20-80pp per 
week  in 1-4 
textbooks  
20-100pp per 
week in 1-3 
readers (in 1-4 
weeks)  
 

20-60pp per 
week in 1-2 
textbooks  
 

15-125 pp per 
week in 1-3 
textbooks  
 

20-200pp per 
week in 1-4 
textbooks  
10-15pp articles 
40-160pp in 1-3 
readers in 3 
weeks 

30-100pp per week  
in 1 textbook  
50-300pp biweekly 
in 8 readers  
10-40 pp per week 
in 2-4 articles  

 

Writing Assignments (most common listed below): 
Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 Category 5 Category 6 

 Speeches  

 Peer speech   
evaluations  

 Persuasive 
essays  

 Current events 
report  

 Short answer/ 
essay exams  

 

 Short 
answer/ 
essay exams  

 

 Short answer/ 

 “problem-
solving” 
exams 

 

 short answer/ 
essay exams 

 Essays  

 Internet 
assignments  

 Response papers  

 Essays  

 Short answer/ 
essay exams 

 

Speaking 
Assignments: 

Cat. 1 Cat. 2 Cat. 3 Cat. 4 Cat. 5 Cat. 6 Non-
LAC  

Class participation  X X X  X X X 

Class discussion  X X X X X X X 

Group work/activities    X X X X 

Individual 
presentation/speech  

X    X X X 

Small group activities X   X X X  

In-class activities     X X X 

In-group reports      X X  

Discussion leadings       X X 

Team/group project        X 

Group presentation  X     X X 

 

Assessment:  “Participation in class,” was often identified in the syllabi as part of the grade or a conditional of 
the class. Objective exams were very common across the courses but occurred infrequently within a course, and 
these few exams were sometimes the only grades for the course. 
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Faculty Interviews & Results   
Nineteen faculty members of undergraduate courses were surveyed with a 7-question questionnaire. Sixteen 
were later interviewed. 
 

Quantitative Scale:  
How much weekly reading do 
you assign? 

1 = 10pp. or less 
2 = 10-25 pp.  
3 = 25-40 pp.  
4 = 40-55 pp.  
5 =55 or more pp.  

How much writing do you 
assign each week? 

1 = In-class writing only 
2 = 0 or 1 assignment 
3 = 2 assignments  
4 = 3 assignments  
5 = 4 or more assignments  

How much weekly class time do you 
dedicate to speaking activities? 

1= Minimal time 
2 = 5-15 min 
3= 15-30 min 
4= 30-45 min 
5= More than 45 min  

Follow-up (qualitative) questions corresponded with these scales to further explain answers. 
 

Results 
Reading: Mean = 2.76, about 25-40pp/week for one class 

 Textbooks, cause studies, lab reports, course packets, readers, handouts 

 Culture-specific concepts and specialized terminology 
Writing: Mean = 2.23 about 0-1 weekly writing assignments 

 Non-process writing; analysis, description, opinion, study guides, lab reports, research papers, etc. 

 A low number of research papers were reported, but in those classes that did, faculty reported low 
ability to conduct research in both domestic and international students. 

Speaking: Undergraduate mean = 2.9, about 15-30 min/week 

 Labs, oral presentations, group discussions, debates 

 “participation”= “showing up, taking notes, looking attentive, and sometimes asking or answering 

questions, not texting, not sleeping, etc.”  

Lectures & Note-Taking: 11 reported giving lectures, 5 courses were conducted only with lecture-style  
 

“In general, what do you expect your students to be able to do before they come to your class?” 
Both language-based and behavior knowledge  

 understand English to be able to understand my lectures…be able to do research, write presentations, 
give presentations in front of the class and take quizzes/exams over the chapters in the textbook 

 to be able to understand simple written and verbal instructions (i.e. syllabus)…they should be able to 
express general ideas in a clear manner 

 coherent writing skills; college-level vocabulary 

 Ability to read, hear, and understand directions; read assignments carefully and think about them  

 A knowledge of Western history, classical history, and Christianity 

 Ability to find their own resources, readiness and willingness to contribute to class discussions  

 Confidence and knowledge to go for help from the instructor  

 Basic understanding of math skills through Algebra I  

 Critical thinking and problem-solving abilities, time management, basic computer skills  
 

Analysis: 
What are students expected to do? What skills do students need? 

 Ability to handle a heavy reading load  

 A variety of non-process writing tasks 

 Multiple-choice and short answer/essay exams 

 Giving presentations 

 Not much informal speaking earlier 

 Listening to lectures and taking notes 

 Finding and citing resources 

 Western/US history knowledge   

 Taking pro-active measures for own learning 
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Suggested Curriculum Changes 
Reading 

 More reading  

 Academic Word List (AWL) 

 Problem-solving or application of concepts 

 Instruct on finding resources earlier 
 

Writing 
 Reduce number of longer writing assignments  

 Include short, non-process writing assignments  

 Keep research paper but reduce length 
 

Speaking & Listening/Note-Taking 
 Presentations 

 Lectures 

 Speech acts  

 Listening assessments 

 Online technology 

Assessment & Non-Language  
 Reduce number of assessments  

 Include written assessments on tests 

 Directly explaining cultural expectations  

 Self-reflection 

 Carrier content 
 

“What issues have you seen due to international students, either in your class or 
on campus?” 
 Faculty members noticed the non-integration or isolation of international students in class but commonly 

failed to integrate their own classes. 

 A “heads up” to professors would be appreciated to help them prepare for possible intercultural challenges 
of a changing international student population. 

 

Conclusions:  
 These studies are limited to one university; it will be useful to increase sample and  

 This shows that the projects we discussed today can give you empirical data to justify your curriculum, 
curricular changes, and to show whether or not you are meeting the needs of your students.  
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